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a b s t r a c t

Context: In organizations, especially small and medium ones (SME’s), explicit knowledge is stored in dif-

ferent sources of hardware or software. These sources have become obsolete due to constant technological

innovation and the growing obsolescence of hardware, and have made the knowledge they contain unreach-

able. These organizations are forced to seek alternatives that allow them to use the knowledge they already

possess, but are unable to exploit.

Objective: To present and execute a framework for the acquisition, classification and dissemination of explicit

knowledge among the organization for those who may use that knowledge in their daily activities.

Method: A framework is developed to acquire the explicit knowledge from different sources and versions of

software. Its efficiency has been verified through its’ application in a pharmaceutical company.

Result: The knowledge has been transferred from an unreachable place so that it can be exploited by the orga-

nization. Access control has been added for increasing the level of security where the knowledge is stored. In

the implementation, the framework was tested with a general application presenting very favorable results.

Conclusions: In general, the effectiveness of the framework was tested, showing that knowledge recovery

from different versions of software is possible. In that way, the problem observed on SME’s can be solved in

an efficient and replicable form.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Systems related to information have an accelerated growth as

knowledge goes hand in hand with the technological development

that is constantly evolving [1]. When a product hits the market, there

is already another in line that will replace it, always responding to the

rapid changes and the pressure of global competition [2]. This pres-

sure works as a catalyst in advancing technological developments in

fast and unimaginable ways [3]. Within organizations, it is common

to adopt new technological elements that entail several challenges.

One is the risk of loss of explicit knowledge within key systems of or-

ganizations, due to incompatibility between the key enterprise soft-

ware and the hardware where it is contained. This happens because

the software that the company has does not have the necessary sup-

port for its implementation or they simply cannot be operated under

different environments to which they were originally programmed.
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In SME’s [4], implementation of new technology is considered

cost rather than a benefit, great care has to be taken when the

trategic technological tools of the organization have their operation

hanged. Instead of buying new systems, the company chooses to

aintain compatibility between the existent systems [5]. That is, to

ontinue with the same software and hardware as long as possible,

ainly because of the cost that the acquisition of a brand new sys-

em represents.

SME’s have certain characteristics that could be considered as jus-

ifications as to why they choose to continue with the same hardware

nd software for several years, such as:

• The software development is based on lightweight processes

aimed to be used by staff.

• They usually have dynamic and flexible structures with a non-

traditional and, sometimes free flow administration.

• Typically their management processes are carried out through in-

formal mechanisms based on face-to-face relationships.

• They do not have sufficient staff to perform specialized functions.

• They have little or no budget for buying expertise.

• They are financially vulnerable companies with limited financial

resources [6].
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In today’s technological era, organizations should have updated

ystems to meet the needs of business changes [7], that is, there will

ome a point in which they should upgrade their systems. It will be

hen when the following questions will arise: what is going to hap-

en with older systems? And what about the information stored in

revious hardware?

Organizations should make decisions that affect their future work,

uch as:

• Continue with no hardware changes to access old systems.

• Perform hardware changes and adaptations for the use of old sys-

tems.

• Change hardware for new systems and keep old equipment for

consultations.

• Change hardware and data migration to new software.

In either case, the cost involved about having stored data and in-

ormation should be taken into account, especially when these have

een given a real value and are a liability for the company if they are

ost or misplaced.

. Background

Knowledge can be seen as a collection of objects, rules and best

ractices [8]. It is the state of awareness, understanding and amassed

houghts gained through experience and education. It is present in

he form of ideas, judgments, intuitions, competencies and skills of

he individual [9]. It has become a key factor [10] in the current en-

ironment of change, complexity, uncertainty and rapid economic

rowth, and with the rapid advances in technology and increased

ompetitiveness [9]. Its management aims to perform a conversion of

nowledge from its individual to a collective state [11], and in prac-

ice, to improve the organizational capacity through the optimization

f the resources of both, individual and collective knowledge; where

kills, abilities, experiences and routines are included, without ne-

lecting technology.

There are two classifications in which knowledge can be cata-

oged: tacit or explicit [4]. The first is knowledge that has not been

ncrypted and is considered difficult to encode. The second is the en-

oded knowledge, articulated in words, figures, and numbers. It is ob-

ective and can be shared in the form of specifications, standards or

ata [12]. In this article, the aim is the acquisition of explicit knowl-

dge that is stored in the systems that the company has; and is at risk

f being lost when a change is made, regardless of the reason for it.

For organizations within our current globalized era, knowledge

nd technology have become a focal point [13] and it is considered

ne of the most important resources of organizations [14,10], because

t represents a competitive advantage in the market [15]. This knowl-

dge usually resides in employees [4,16], so it is necessary to under-

tand the role of individuals in the process of knowledge creation, as

hey are the ones who handle software and systems within compa-

ies and decide or know about where and how [17] knowledge has

een previously stored.

.1. Knowledge Management (KM)

The purpose of KM is the conversion of individual to collective

nowledge and its transfer may be defined as the transmission of

nowledge from a place, person or responsibility to another [18]. For

xample, between knowledge brokers, who are described as intelli-

ent agents who handle, maintain, distribute, question and commu-

icate knowledge, either as a primary or secondary function, knowl-

dge can be found in many places like human beings or computer

rograms [19]. They are also considered highly autonomous and as

oth interactive and fixed components of software [20].

Seven critical factors for KM have been identified in the literature:

uman resources, information technology, leadership, organizational
earning, organizational strategy, organizational structure and orga-

izational culture [8,21,22].

If knowledge is isolated and cannot be accessed, it has no value for

he company. That is the reason why diffusion or transfer is necessary.

n order to carry that out it is required to recognize, assimilate and

pply the knowledge [10]. The agents are considered as autonomous,

ommunicative and perceptive for they are able to perceive and re-

pond to changes in the environment [23]. It also requires knowing

ow the transfer of knowledge between agents is made, and the dif-

erent levels that it has. For example, within or across organizational

oundaries, between groups or departments within the same or dif-

erent organizations [24], the flow of data and information forms the

asis for the transfer process. Also, there are different ways that can

e made either through personal or informal communication, or by

sing information systems [25,23].

New KM initiatives have to take into consideration several factors

uch as new organizations, cultures, forms and systems of rewards

o improve social relationships [21] and thus, facilitate knowledge

ransfer. There are studies that emphasize the importance of using

nformation systems to manage collective and individual knowledge,

or which they use different combinations of media to share knowl-

dge [26]. The software typically operates in an environment that can

e a computer system, existing networks or software in which the

oftware solution is embedded [20]. Database systems are used ex-

ensively and effectively helping use corporate information [23].

In the real world, environments and businesses need to change

uickly and progressively, and system adaptation is inevitable in or-

er to maintain customer satisfaction [7]. This adaptation means to

nsure timely adaptation of the ever more integrated computer sys-

ems, in order to maintain compatibility between the systems and the

ver-changing circumstances with, within and under which they op-

rate [27]. The system will degrade over time, because the changes

end to increase complexity. The costs of this evolution can scale

o very complex changes until the company should decide between

eengineering, migration, new development or replacement [28] of

he systems that it has.

.2. Small and medium enterprises

Knowledge has been described as a key element of the organiza-

ion and must be handled properly to ensure a competitive advan-

age. When it is integrated in the key business systems, its availabil-

ty to staff is important since unavailable knowledge is worthless. As

ime passes systems tend to become obsolete which affects a large

umber of organizations, regardless of it being a small or medium en-

erprise (SMEs) where you can observe the problem clearly because

ystem upgrades can be even more complicated than in large enter-

rises. Nowadays, this situation can be solved using Software As A

ervice (SAAS), which is a type of rental software that is independent

f hardware.

The use of SAAS on SME’s is still limited, cloud computing as well

s its application of creating value while improving company perfor-

ance is just beginning, having advantages such as lower cost of ac-

ess, lower investment capital and new services development [29],

lso its compatibility with new hardware and latest updates.

When members within companies have adopted software, it

s considered institutionalized, which means the innovation has

eached a certain degree and invulnerability is taken for granted, con-

idered appropriate or even legitimate and reaches a level of stan-

ard. There are three levels of acceptance: partial, the rapid diffusion

nd saturation or legitimization [30], so the ultimate objective for the

ramework is to be replicated and institutionalized.

All of the above applies to new systems, so, what about the old

ystems and the knowledge that they hold? Once the importance of

nowledge has been established, we can get an idea of the cost in-

olved when knowledge is misused. It has already been established
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Fig. 1. Typical scenario.
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that when the system is old a problem of compatibility or lack of use

by staff can appear, this behavior can be the reason for valuable ex-

plicit knowledge loss, that is why it is pertinent to generate a frame-

work that allows the acquisition of that knowledge, avoiding its dis-

appearance and promoting its use in the company.

3. Previous or related studies

KM provides methods and techniques that help organizations pro-

cess and reuse their knowledge. Technology initiatives may not be

the main objectives of KM but they are important enablers [31], that

is the reason why a review of previous studies can be helpful. As a

result studies that could be applied to re-acquire explicit knowledge

as well as some methodologies where found, however, most of them

focus on tacit knowledge; the distinction between these two types

of knowledge has been widely studied [12,4], a possible reason for it

is the perception that tacit knowledge is more difficult to share and

not readily codified [16] sometimes the production of new knowledge

has more weight than the exploit of the one that is already captured

[32,33]. The conversion to explicit knowledge to be used on KM tools

[34], initiatives to manage knowledge through including database in-

tegration and conversion, internet architectures, artificial intelligence

or technical support for decision making [35] corporate memory gen-

eration focused on efficient representation of tacit knowledge [23],

development of frameworks to facilitate transfer [33] or how to get

interaction between groups [36] are some study cases on acquisition

and re-use of knowledge.

After the review, the lack of studies on re-acquisition of explicit

knowledge is evident, most of the studies and frameworks assume

that if knowledge is already encoded and captured it can be exploited.

The following is a typical situation used to portray that such assump-

tions are not necessarily true. Fig. 1 shows four sections, there is staff

within the company that requires explicit knowledge, the person who

has the requirement should determine where it is located, which can

be carried out either using its contacts or reviewing previous doc-

uments. Once it is determined where the knowledge is, if these are

static there must be a classification, whether it is an obsolete system

must find who has access and somehow its recovery is needed, once

there is a recovery, transformation is the next step, that is, a conver-

sion to a format that can easily be displayed like Word or Excel docu-

ments and then make them available.

Knowledge requirements (Section A, Fig. 1), may come from dif-

ferent levels, one of them can be the senior personnel that required

some knowledge, whether for planning, strategies or making deci-

sions, they usually do not get involved with operation as a result;

they do not have direct access to the base system of the company,

therefore they request direct personnel for reports.
The senior’s direct personnel may not have access to the system

ither, but they do have a wide social network in where to find some-

ne that has access. Section B, the determination of where the knowl-

dge is located is made by people who know the operation and use

f the system, however another problem can arise if they do not have

compatible computer to access the system, and those that have the

nes that are compatible do not know how to use the system, this

an result in delays to get what was required; which means, only a

mall group is able to determine if knowledge is on obsolete systems

r static files (Section C).

The group identifies if the knowledge is contained on software or

n static documents, the small group with the expertise are the ones

hat made the explicit knowledge assessment and classification while

nother person can perform the acquisition and transformation so

nowledge can be later available (Section D).

. Proposed framework

This research focuses on the acquisition of explicit knowledge cor-

esponding to Fig. 1 Section C, this knowledge can be found in differ-

nt forms such as spreadsheets, text documents, unstructured repos-

tories [21,32] as the knowledge is already encode the misconception

hat its already available arises [33] however there are some things

o take into consideration like, unstructured files, isolated networks,

urnover [23] or withdrawal of personnel [8] this situation leads to

xplicit knowledge is “lost” because, even if it’s still there, the iden-

ification turn to be really difficult so most of the time a recapture

nstead of re-acquisition or re-structuring is made [16] .

In Fig. 2 the proposed framework to recover explicit knowledge is

hown. It consists of four stages that will be described on the follow-

ng paragraphs.

Because of the lack of acquisition-based explicit knowledge stud-

es, the following Fig. 2 shows a framework (Fig. 2) that allows acquir-

ng this knowledge from the different versions of software and the

ost common sources of knowledge of a company or organization so

t can be put to good use.

.1. Knowledge evaluation

The human factor is necessary in order to make an identification of

nowledge within the organization. This factor is the one that holds

he knowledge within the institution and directly uses the system

hat is in the process of obsolescence, also is the one that can deter-

ine what knowledge is valuable and which is irrelevant.

Knowledge evaluation refers to weigh up knowledge already on

he company; to carry this out the following is needed:
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Fig. 2. Framework for re-acquisition of explicit knowledge.
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• Determine the areas of the company that will be included on the

study.

• Get a list of member of the areas where the study will be con-

ducted as well as the basic information like name, current post,

years of service, used to select the key personnel.

• The selected personnel should be as representative as possible.

• It will be better to select personnel that have more years working

on the company or who are in a higher position of the institution.

• Include at least one representative of each area of study.

There are several techniques for data collection that can be used

or identification like the conducted interview with a focus on re-

earch, observations without direct participation, semi-structured

ite interviews, review of documents [37], among others.

One thing that needs to be taken into account is that in order for

he acquisition and the dissemination of knowledge to take place, a

ood relationship on the staff has to take place this is because the

mount of knowledge transfer will increase according to the trust

hat the company inspires into the personnel [38], the dissemina-
ion increases knowledge value and ease of use [39], and social re-

ations determines the amount of effort that individuals have to exert

n order to find what they need. Therefore a social network analysis is

eed to determine the flow of communication and the relations be-

ween individuals which will help to make an approximation of the

ost needed to find the required knowledge.

With the data collection, determine the places where knowledge

s located, the different types of hardware, software and files that are

sed the most and determine which one represents the most diffi-

ulty to be obtained.

.2. Contextualize

Once there is an identification of the potential places where ex-

licit knowledge is stored, and the information about which is the

mportant knowledge, as well as the potential problems to acquire it,

he next step will be to contextualize it.

For the hardware: determine if the hardware is in good conditions

nd if is still working, if that is the case then no action is need to be
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Fig. 3. Base pseudo code.
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taken however, if the hardware is outdated or in the process of obso-

lescence a decision has to be made, either the hardware is updated or

if it cannot be done, get backups or a recovery, the first one will allow

the usage of knowledge for another period of time, while the second

is made when there is no other option to take.

For files: determine if the files are relevant if they are not, take the

decision of keep it or dispose it. The knowledge that is store should

be classified this way it can be easier to make it available for those

that request it.

For programs: determine whether they are compatible with exist-

ing systems, and considering the high rate of renovation if they have

compatibility, migrate to new systems and, if not, re-acquire what

you already have stored in the form of reports, it is usually possible

to obtain the information in this way (through reports) and thereby

facilitate migration to repositories that do have support and are avail-

able so it can be put to disposition of those that need it.

4.3. Update

As addressed in the previous section, knowledge must be stored

in an accessible repository so it is necessary to update the form in

which it is stored. Although knowledge or documents can be stored

in physical files, this is inefficient and for several years with the use of

IT, these repositories occupying space and resources have been digi-

tized, now occupying databases that are more accessible and from

where you can exploit the knowledge and information to put it to

work properly, its structure and the requirements of the database

must be planned, either be created or adapted to the characteristics

of the organization.

This acquisition and upgrading from old software is necessary first

to have access to the old software, assuming that it is possible to get

reports in the form of text files, a general representation can be seen

in the following pseudo code (Fig. 3).

The transformation of the text files is obtained with the applica-

tion of the code shown in Fig. 3, which inserts the data from the file

into a database for its consequent exploitation. Some technological

tools such as SQL can be used as the main engine for the database, and

PHP or ASP to create Web platforms. The selection of tools is based on

the requirements and capabilities needed; however, it is best to use

resources that are already within the company or institution.
.4. Application/use

The application is carried out after the knowledge has already

one through the stages of identification, assessment and the re-

cquisition (explicit knowledge was processed and kept on explicit

orm) in a way that can be applied to implementation and then dif-

erent applications can make use of them, for example, if it is in a

atabase you can use Excel to connect to it, or create a simple query

entence, a technological tool [40] is viable in this case because it

an facilitate viewing the contents of the database, and managing the

tatic previously classified documents, helping its view or reuse.

It is important to consider that within the company there may al-

eady be a software tool that could be used for the purposes of mak-

ng available the knowledge after it has been transformed, that is the

eason of why the initial stages of identification are important. If the

nstitution does not have a software to do this, you can implement

basic system; for example, there are several free systems like Ges-

ionnaire Parc Informatique (GLPI), or osTicket who have knowledge

epositories that can be integrated into a computer inside or outside

he institution, that can be applied, and whose requirements can be

asily solved; as justification the best use of the documents and opti-

ization of existing systems can be cited.

. Framework application

The proposed framework was applied on a SME company of phar-

aceutical type its main activity is the marketing of homeopathic

edicine; the problem that arises in the company is that they have

lot of explicit knowledge, some of it, contained in a system that

s already in the process of obsolescence, however the migration of

ll information to a new system would take a long time, so the pro-

osal was to take initial data and start from there with the use of a

ew software; that may be a good prospect for the implementation

f the framework with which it is intended to win back the knowl-

dge that is in the system in order for it not to be lost with the new

mplementation.

The relationship between 40 staff members was analyzed, they

re all involved in the commercialization department of the com-

any and are all considered operational personnel. Based on their an-

iquity and their role in the company, 14 were considered the most

epresentative.
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Table 1

Interaction of personnel in the company.

Identifier Area Hierarchy Year of enrollment Works with Relation with study

ALM02 Storehouse High 2000 Obsolete system/files Yes

ALM03 Storehouse High 2002 Obsolete system/files Yes

VEN01 Commercialization (sales) Medium 1996 Obsolete system/files Yes

SIS03 Information systems High 2006 Obsolete system/files Yes

CL01 Purchasing department High 2014 Obsolete system/files Yes

CL01 Logistics High 2014 Obsolete system/files Yes

MKT01 Marketing Medium 2014 Shared files Yes

MKT02 Marketing Medium 2013 Files Yes

SIS02 Information systems Medium 2014 Obsolete system/files Yes

FAR01 Pharmacy Medium 2007 Custom made system Yes

FARM02 Pharmacy Medium 2005 Obsolete system/files Yes

LAB02 Laboratory Medium 2002 Files Yes

LAB04 Laboratory Medium 2007 Files Yes

ALM03 Storehouse Obsolete system/files Yes

SIS01 Information systems Medium 2013 Shared documents/files

Obsolete systems Yes

Table 2

Interview’s questions guide.

Guide questions

1. How long have you been in your post?

2. Have you developed another activity besides the one that you currently have?

3. Which is your primary line of work

4. What kind of technological tools do you need to effectively make your primary line of work?

5. Is there any information that you are sharing?

6. In which form did you normally share information

7. Departments that usually ask information from me

8. What do I do when information that I don’t have is asked from me?

9. The information is asked with a specific format?

10. Departments from which I need information

11. In which format do I usually ask for information?

12. Which technological tools do I use?

13. In my opinion the information that i have can be used for other departments?

14. Usually where do I find the information that is asked of me?

15. Where do I store information on my daily work?

16. Do I have ever had any problems to obtain the information that I need?
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The framework was implemented in 6 months, time interval that

ncludes the creation of the framework, its implementation and gen-

ration of results. However, this time frame can increase based on

he continuous evaluation and addition of more information from old

ystems and archives that are relevant to other departments.

.1. Knowledge evaluation

In the evaluation the human factor is taken into account in order

o ponder the knowledge, following the steps that are proposed in the

ramework.

Determination of areas: those with direct relation with com-

ercialization (marketing, purchasing, warehouse, laboratory, phar-

acy).

Get a list of areas staff members: the list was coded to make it as

nonymous as possible.

Select the most representative personnel from the staff: this was

etermined with the examination using Table 1 in which some as-

ects are taken into account, such as (i) the years working for the

ompany, (ii) areas where the personnel have worked, (iii) interac-

ion with other departments; such information can be easily obtain

ithin the company, the interaction between departments will also

e useful however it cannot be obtain unless an initial survey is con-

ucted. In Table 1, the employee information is displayed; it is general

ata that can be obtained from the human resources department of

ost organizations.

The information was obtained using a targeted interview with

he questions in Table 2 used as a guide. The interviews were per-
ormed throughout a month and each lasted up to 15 min. They

ere scheduled according to the availability of the staff members

elected.

The analysis of the social network was carried out using the tool

odeXL, that requires the recovery of the data, number of employ-

es, one-on-one interactions, departmental interactions and the se-

ection of those departments that will be studied; once all this infor-

ation if available, it can be added to the software. The whole process

ook 6 months to be carried out, and we were able identified the re-

ationship between departments and its recurrence in a month (see

able 3).

The analysis was conducted in two parts, first from person to

erson including all the company’s staff, with the information ob-

ained with the first one and a second one was made, the staff was

rouped by departments to get a map of knowledge flows between

hem.

The first part was to get the list of personnel and after that, us-

ng the interview to obtain the relationship between staff, the direct

bservation of staff was also useful.

Finally 158 direct interactions were found, those were pooled

ielding 108 different weights which means that there are interac-

ions that has a mayor occurrence, this was used to identify whether

he staff was a giver or receiver of knowledge. Subsequently, this in-

ormation was used to get the analysis of the areas that was useful

ince it determined the ones with the poorest interactions as well as

hose with the greatest; this can be seen in Table 3.

Once the interaction was determined, the next step was to get the

ow of knowledge in order to identify the staff givers and sinks of
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Table 3

Interaction graphics till 2.5 level.
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Table 4

Explicit knowledge forms and repositories.

Data types Observations Proposed repositories

1 Macropro The software that is actually used, plain text Information migration to database

2 Xls Excel files used locally Information migration to database

3 Smart(BD) Invoice program, using SQL database Invoice information that is already stored in a database

4 Shared files Shared files Communal repository on FTP server with user control access

5 Ordinatio Book with information of the medications that are used Book

6 Books Medication books Books

7 Docx Local files, generally reused formats Communal repository on FTP server with user control access

8 Pdf Files that are usually send to clients Communal repository on FTP server with user control access

10 Insightly Ticket system of marketing Tickets system from sales, only used on marketing, giving the fact that it

is already shared, there is no need to add it to a repository

11 Email It is usual that the people inside the company stored its

information on emails and go check them once they need

the information again

The email will keep on being used because it is a means of

communication one on one between client and sales executives
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nowledge, the initial idea was that the ones with the greatest inter-

ction have to be the managers, however, this study was conducted

n a SME and this type of company usually have a more relaxed

nteraction which benefits the communication between the staff, as

result the ones with more interaction could be anyone within the

ersonnel. In Table 3 the interaction of staff is shown adding 3 more

ops, this means the direct one and the total network it can reach us-

ng the first connection, the social network analysis shows the extent

f the net and aid in the determination of who can be a knowledge

earer, there was a case in which one staff member addresses him-

elf as a bearer but the analysis shows otherwise.

.2. Contextualize

The static files were evaluated, the questions 6, 14 and 15 (see

able 2) identified that, in this study in particular, the knowledge

s stored on different types of systems and computers, with differ-

nt versions and formats, the knowledge was explicit but in many

orms so the contextualization was made getting the results shown in

able 4 that also contained the proposed repository in which they

ere finally stored.

The different documents and archives found, where grouped

ased on ten different types, column 4 of Table 4 shows the repos-

tory that was proposed for each one in order to get the most of them

nd to be able to put them to use. There were basically 3 forms in

hich to classified the documents: to keep them in the same format

r place, grouped them on a repository or convert them and added

hem to a database, while the first one applied to documents that are

rrelevant to all other areas but the one there are used on the second

nd third corresponds to the knowledge that could be useful for more

han one area. Whereas if it is information stored long ago in the sys-

em of the company, this is collected and stored in order for it to be

ore easily accessible, this was carried out as part of the framework’s

pdate section.

.3. Update

This section is related to the change that must take place in the

les so they can be effectively added to the proposed repository. Rare

ases where found when there was no need to make any changes

owever most of the time a transformation was carried out on the ex-

licit knowledge for its later addition to a repository where it would

e available when required.

To get the knowledge from the company key system a text file was

sed, said file was processed by an intermediate system; the obtained

ata was showed on a table previous to its insertion on a database.

he intermediate system used for this transition is explained on the

pplication section below.
.4. Application

For the exploitation of existing knowledge, an application that al-

ows conversion of knowledge from the key system of the company

as developed, taking into consideration that the system can gener-

te plain text files as reports, an intermediate software was devel-

ped; its function, to get the text file, process it and insert the data

hat it contains into a database, from which it can be exploited. Also

elping the new software development by young programmers since

t is easier for them the usage of data contained in a database that

n plain and scatter files, aiding to make information accessible from

ost commonly used programs such as Excel.

The application is made in a high level language, Java to be more

pecific, using the pseudo code shown in Section 4 (Fig. 3) as guide-

ine. The steps are the generation of a text report from the key system

f the company, a review of the data to be inserted on the database

sing a review screen and the insertion into a database from which

he knowledge can be consulted when required.

The classification of the static files for its reuse makes evident the

eed for a repository that is able to search for files. In order to do so,

he use of a technological tool was pinpointed, and considering that

he company did not have any, a free software tool was proposed. The

LPI is a technological tool, a web system based on PHP and MySQL

atabase. This tool has several features, including FAQs and a knowl-

dge base where you can create and upload files, classifications are

ade for each post in which a brief explanation of the content is

one also adding files information and having target posts (directly

o those that may need it). With the use of GLPI more control over

hat each user can have at its disposition can be made, for exam-

le, marketing information is only available to marketing personnel

ut using the access control from the GLPI it can be easily shared to

nother group, single person or to anyone with a user name and pass-

ord improving the use and reuse of explicit knowledge.

. Discussion

It was possible to apply the framework. During the execution of

ach of the steps, limitations such as time to perform the targeted

nterviews or staff turnover where faced, both as a result of changes

n the company where the study took place causing an increase of

orkload.

In what concerns the first point, related to identification, the lim-

tations are mainly external; one of them was a disposition problem

o support the studies by a little number of the selected staff, one

articular case was a person that expressed that the knowledge from

ther departments wasn’t required in its line or work. This person re-

ards himself as a bearer, however, when analyzing the results of the

nteractions, this person was requiring explicit knowledge from other

epartments, which contradicts what was initially indicated.
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In relation to contextualization, the main concern was to identify

the appropriate personnel for the interview. They are the key factor

for information retrieval; they know where knowledge is stored and

how to recover it.

On the updating section, the analysis of the format in which files

from the old system were stored was time demanding. This was

needed for the transition from the plain text file to the database. Once

this was done, the conversion could take place with no problems at

all.

The application section took place with no significant difficulties;

however there was a request to add a visualization section that was

not considered at the beginning of the program; as the addition did

not represent any major problem, it was added to the program. Also,

the implementation of the software used as a repository management

where static files were added, was rapidly adopted by the users and

is considered a huge success.

7. Conclusions

In the SME where the framework was tested, good results were

obtained, especially in the area of commercialization. After the im-

plementation, users that have access to the system can access knowl-

edge almost immediately, avoiding the need to contact a third party

to get the knowledge that they require.

Deliverables in each stage would lead to greater benefits. In this

study, data retrieved by intermediate systems was used for the de-

velopment of a more functional system that could load text files from

the old system.

On the other hand, the web-based system enables a higher level of

interaction between users and aids the interaction with other depart-

ments using the knowledge base, and has the advantage of a specific

target for each post. The documents are also classified, which helps

their use.

While applying the framework there was an improvement on

knowledge transfer, data and information. This helps to decrease the

time spent identifying where to find knowledge, making it accessible,

improving efficiency and increasing the performance of the company.

Finally, it is believed that the framework can be replicated on

SMEs and even larger enterprises. Considering the characteristics of

these types of companies, the use of a framework that has no in-

vestment and that can take advantage of the systems within the or-

ganization represents a good advantage. Also, the application of the

framework had turned out to be useful in this SME. As was stated,

it is thought to be useful, as a future work, that this methodology be

applied on larger companies and also on companies from other fields,

which would be helpful to verify if it is effective in different scenarios.
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